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Table 1. Sources for the various DVDs of the Bond series of movies
Movies

Source

Dr No to Die Another Day (20 movies)

007 James Bond Ultimate Collector’s Set (distributed by Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment)

Casino Royale, Quantum of Solace, Skyfall

007 The Daniel Craig Collection (MGM)

Spectre

Spectre (MGM), www.foxconnect.com

Table 2. Examples of exclusions and inclusions of alcohol-related data involving
more complex classification problems
Movie
(time from start)
Exclusions
Assumed no drinking by Bond: Bond is offered a “vodka martini” by the host in a tent in
the Egyptian desert, but Bond doesn’t respond to this offer and we see no alcohol present.
While he is persuaded to stay the night at this place, we cannot estimate any details about
drinking that evening.

The Spy Who
Loved Me (0:22 h)

Assumed no drinking by Bond: Near the end of the movie, Bond is captured and
provided a drink (probably champagne) on the orders of his captor (Kananga), but he is not
seen to consume any of it. In this case we assumed no consumption as he was obviously
in a very dangerous situation that could have involved a spiked drink and he was about to
attempt an escape.

Live and Let Die
(1:49 h)

Assumed no drinking by Bond: Bond is at a very tense dinner with the villain Khan, who
has captured him, and his female associate Magda. But neither he nor any of the other
people at the table are seen consuming any of the alcohol provided. In this case we
assumed no consumption as the discussion at dinner was around the way Khan planned to
use various drugs on Bond to get him to talk. Therefore, it was probable that Bond would
be concerned about drinks being spiked and so abstained from drinking.

Octopussy
(0:52 h)

Assumed no drinking by Bond: The scene is in a virtual-reality simulation used for
training purposes at Bond’s workplace (MI6). At the start of the sequence the scene
including Bond has a table with a decanter, ice bucket and glass with a brown liquid
(probably whiskey).

Die Another Day
(1:03 h)

Inclusions
Assumed subsequent drinking by Bond: Champagne is delivered to Bond’s hotel room
(by Whisper) and while he is not seen consuming it, we assumed it would be unlikely to be
“wasted”.

Live and Let Die
(0:31 h)

Assumed very recent drinking by Bond: In a private plane, Bond is with a woman and
beside them is an open bottle champagne with the words "Bollinger" on the ice bucket.
There are also two glasses and both look to be around one third full each, fairly suggestive
of recent consumption.

Moonraker
(0:02 h)
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